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Goal: How to apply MDA successfully
MDA Overview
Big picture
What‘s in for me

MDA core concepts – relations, differences, (suprising) overlaps
Mappings
Mapping Chains
MDA Marks

MDA challenges and pragmatics – applying MDA successfully
Things to come
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MDA Positioning
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Standardization initiative of the Object Management Group (OMG)
Started in 2000 with increasing interest in the industry
Is aimed at using modeling, meta-modeling and model
transformations to drive the design and implementation of
distributed systems
Leverages other OMG standards like
Unified Modeling Language (UML)
Meta-Object Facility (MOF)
XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)

Allows for system specifications at multiple levels of abstraction
Resulting in long-lived, reusable assets instead of just code

The next consequent step in the evolution of Software Engineering
after procedural, object- and component-oriented approaches.

Building Applications
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Business Level Abstractions
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Illustrating Example: Text Adventure Game
Sample Business: Game Vendor
Builds text adventure games on top of application framework

Text adventure
framework
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Example ct‘d: Applying MDA
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Model at the business
domain level

Application

Text adventure
framework

Transformation

Yes, it is UML
Not polluted by technology
Easy to understand for
domain experts

Allows for modification at
the business domain level
without implementation cost
E.g. remove a room with all
implications

Allows for retargeting model
E.g. creating Web-based
applications using a new
transformation
E.g. creating test scripts

A more simple but more serious example
Bean class (EJB 1.1)
public java.lang.String name;

Transformation
Modeling

Abstraction
Transformation

Bean class (EJB 2.0)
public abstract java.lang.String getName();
public abstract void setName(java.lang.String name);
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MDA Benefits: Improved Portability
replace platforms 2&1

complete, deployed
system

porting effort with
specification provided
at abstract, portable levels

amount of specification content

complete
specification

porting effort with
specification provided
in platform-specific
models

Level of
technical detail

sketches
Platform 4
(CRC)

Platform 3
(UML)

Platform 2
(J2EE)

Platform 1
(Java)

MDA Benefits: Increased Productivity
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Strength: Level of abstraction
Detailing at low abstraction level causes extra effort and errors.
Example: Associations between EJB components
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The Heart of MDA: Transformations
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Metamodel
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Platform
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+target

terminology: mapping ^= transformation
Mapping

application_of

MappingFunction
1

Specification / implementation getting standardized by
MOF 2.0 Query / View / Transformation (QVT) RFP.
Implementation also called "Cartridge".
Multiple mappings may be applied successively in a chain

Mapping Function Implementation
MOF as basis for metamodels becomes common
Exception: ASCII-based target "metamodels"
Specification of mapping functions varies
ASCII-based target metamodels
templates mixed with scripting (akin to JSP approach)
UML-based (ArcStyler / CARAT)
XML / XSLT
hard-wired
mostly irreversible (often not possibly without ambiguities)

MOF-based target metamodels
rules-based
hard-wired
sometimes reversible (when unambiguously possible)
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Chaining Mapping Functions
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VeryAbstractMetamodel

“lon

g ho

Allow modelers to use appropriate
abstractions at all times
Increase reusability of mapping
functions and models
Allow for manual refinement of target
model

p”

Benefits

Risks
Longer turnaround cycles than with
long hop transformation
Versioning issues
Difficulties in maintaining manual
refinements in target models

LessAbstractMetamodel

FairlyConcreteMetamodel

NittyGrittyDetailMetamodel

Handling Manual Changes in Target Models
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Manual changes to target models can represent valid
refinement / elaboration
Changes should be preserved “as good as possible” upon
repeatedly applying the mapping function
Example
mapping function produces skeletal code
operation bodies are filled in manually
adding an attribute in the model requires re-generation
preserve manually-edited operation bodies, add attribute
implementation (get-/set-operation, attribute member)

Solution Approach for Text-Based “Models”
Protected areas
mark-up in code
hash function defining the notion of “manually changed”
store hash-code in mark-up
in case of manual change, preserve area contents

Protected areas with merge logic
as above, but in case of manual change:
merge new default content with manual changes
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Model-to-Model Mapping Functions
Challenge #1: Define kinds of preservable changes
Examples of manual changes in a UML model:
change the name of a class
add an attribute
remove an attribute
change ordering of attributes

Challenge #2: Define synchronization rules
Examples for synchronization options:
leave list of attributes as is
don’t re-add deleted attributes; add new attributes
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MDA Marks
So, this was about mapping functions
… and chances and risks when chaining them
… now, let‘s turn over to MDA Marks
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Marking Up Models
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Keep models as portable as possible!
i.e. independent of mapping function and target metamodel

Add mapping-specific information
Parameters to the transformation per model element

Solution: MDA Marks
Marks are instances of marking models which:
Are comparable to Post-Its
Refine the model without “polluting” it
Work together with mapping functions
Describe their structure and semantics

In UML, often implemented using Tagged Values

Customer

I want
To become
An Entity Bean

Marks for Specific Mapping Functions
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The MDA “Six-Box” Model
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Example: Marking Model and Marks
marking model for
meta-class Operation

editing the resulting
mark instances
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Marks vs. Mapping Chains
Marks and Mapping Chains are really different concepts
Marks are additional parameters to a transformation and are essential to MDA
Mapping chains are a means for composing transformations and refining intermediate
models

Overlap occurs, where Marks are used for representing refinement
information
e.g., marking a UML attribute as being persistent – this could be done either using
marks or in the target model

In practice, there is often the choice between applying mapping chains
and marks for the purpose of refining the target model
Trade power and complexity/cost of mapping chains against simplicity and robustness
of long-hop transformations using marks
As appropriate in a given situation
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Heading for MOF 2.0 QVT
First prototypical implementations available
ArcStyler
TRL
OptimalJ

Work in progress
iterative mapping function execution
identifying and preserving manual changes
specify change idenfication and preservation in mapping rules

As MDA matures, mapping chains will become less complex and
easier to handle
Until then, applying marks in favor of mapping chains where
appropriate reduces risk and cost in real-world MDA projects
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